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City Manager Approval
Joint Meeting with the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission

BACKGROUND
Each year the City Council meets with various commissions to review activities and
accomplishments and to discuss the upcoming year’s work plan and issues that may be considered.
The HRIEC has put together a work plan calendar that outlines some of the work they have been
doing over the past year. That calendar (Attachment A) is attached for reference. Additionally,
below are some of the items the commission has been working on since the last joint meeting on
March 26, 2018.
2018-19 Accomplishments
• Developed essay question and scoring rubric, advertised and solicited entries for the 2018-19
Essay Contest. 97 entries were received and the top 4 essay winners were recognized at the
May 6, 2019 City Council meeting.
• Recevied presentations on city demographics to better understand the community prior to
developing further engagement recommendations. Other presentations that were received to
assist in building a foundational approach to engagement include:
o International Association for Public Participation (IAP2) foundations of public
participation and best pracitces.
o Updates on the city’s GARE Racial Equity Action Plan.
• Participated in the 2018 Rosefest parade and Party in the Park. The Commission is currently
planning and recruiting for commission participation in the parade as well as for
representatives from the LGBTQIA+ community.
• Reviewed language of city proclamations, conducted outreach to impacted communities,
updated and presented revised proclamations to the City Council. Developed a pilot project
for the Human trafficking proclamation in January that included a display case and
community event. Currently working on 2nd pilot proclamation for September. Have also
worked with a city volunteer to create monthly display cases for proclamations.
• Drafted and conducted a survey of city departments to learn about current city engagement
and outreach efforts.
• Drafted recruitment materials for HRIEC youth commissioners, including developing a
“position description” and marketing materials.
• Researched and drafted an outline for a Best Practices document that can be utimately used
by city staff and council when considering and conducting engagement and outreach in the
commuity.
• Began discussion on the second “phase” of the Engagement Project piece.
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Engagement Project
One of the major projects the Commission has undertaken over the past 1 ½ years, based on
direction from council, is their Engagement Project. At the July 9, 2018 Council meeting, the
HRIEC presented their two-prong approach to address Council’s desire to better engage
underrepresented groups within the city. (Attachment B) This approach consists, very broadly, of:
1. Phase I –
Developing a Foundation for outreach/engagement/public participation (for city
initiatives/projects) focused on:
• Best practices, tools, techniques, methods for public participation
• Understanding of current and future demographics
• Previous experiences at the city level
• Understanding of objectives and outcomes
Attached is an outline of the Commission’s draft ‘Best Practices’ document (Attachment C) as part
of their work on Phase I – Foundation. The intent behind this document is to outline the rationale
behind engagement, give users of the document guidelines on best practices when designing
engagement and to identify some tools, templates and/or other resources staff can use when they
look to develop engagmet activities. This document is in draft form right now waiting on further
direction from the Council before specific tools, tactics and resources can be identified as they will
be dependent up on Council direction for Phase II. The Commission is seeking feedback on their
recommendations for next steps for Phase I.
1. Phase I – Foundation
Commission recommendations:

61

A. Staff will work with the HRIEC to integrate the GARE racial equity toolkit into
the best practices document and model (such as IAP2) for city engagement. A
revised best practices model will be brought to Council for approval.
B. The best practices document, when finished should be distributed to staff.
C. Training is created/developed on the best practices document and a best practices
model (such as IAP2) is adopted.
D. Staff who oversee and conduct community engagement and/or outreach receive
the training on the document and engagement model.
E. Staff and Council will utilize the document and engagement model and spectrum
when considering and developing community engagement/outreach, or reviewing
policies or new projects.
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The Commission is seeking feedback on these specific recommendations and the
outline of the draft document.
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2. Phase II
Outreach within the Community in order to bring the community’s voice to the table:
• Engagement of historically under-represented/marginalized communities
• Identifying community leaders, establishing relationships (see Commission
recommendation
• Methods to gather feedback/insight from these communities
This phase is focused on building stronger relationships within the community. The intention of this
phase is to identify communities where further relationship building would be mutually beneficial. In
addition, this phase can help in achieving part of the City’s Racial Equity Action Plan, ‘Developing a
network of contacts in communities of color’. The HRIEC believes this phase of their Engagement
Project will help the city in this action. However, the intent of the Engagement Project is to improve
engagement for a broader audience, not just in communities of color.
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Commission recommendations:
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IDENTIFY
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1. City Council and staff identify communities/groups it seeks to engage (project based and
on-going).
2. The HRIEC, in partnership with staff, will work to identify community contacts and
community organizations within identified communities that the city could work with. A
list is developed.
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ENGAGE
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1. The HRIEC, in partnership with staff, will develop methods or strategies and leverage
current activities to build relationships with identified communities.
2. City staff will utilize the resource and contact list when beginning engagement and
outreach (utilizing the Best Practices document) reaching out to stakeholders.
3. Using these relationships and feedback provided from community outreach, the HRIEC
will identify and recommend programs and strategies that are culturally relevant.
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The Commission is seeking specific feedback from the Council on the following for Phase IIOutreach.
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•
•

Does Council agree with the next steps outlined in the Commission recommendations
for Phase II?
What role does Council wish for the HRIE Commissioners to play in identifying
community representatives and organizations and engaging with them? Specific
direction is sought on whether Commissioners can do limited engagement or if their
role is strictly advisory.

POLICY OBJECTIVE
The City has identified Inclusive Community and Governance as one of the Strategic Priorities for
2019-2020 and more specificially the desire to develop a toolkit of best practices for engagement
and outreach, and train staff on its use.
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124

BUDGET IMPLICATIONS

128

At this time there are no budget implications. Resources to implement the recommendations for
Phase I training would be needed, however, staff would bring that forward as part of the budget
process or a separate council action item. Any future programming or funding requests would be
brought to the City Council for review and approval.
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STAFF RECOMMENDATION
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Phase I – Develop a Foundation
Provide any further feedback or direction Council would like to pursue with the Engagement Best
Practices document prior to further drafting.
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Phase II – Outreach
Provide feedback on next steps for the HRIEC as outlined in the Commission recommendations for
Phase II - Outreach. Clarify the role of the HRIEC in regard to engaging in the community.
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REQUESTED COUNCIL ACTION
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Provide feedback on next steps for Phase I & II.
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Clarify the role of the HRIEC in regard to engaging in the community.
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Prepared by:
Attachments:
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A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:

Work plan Calendar
Working Strategy Proposal from July 9,2018
Draft Best Practices Guide
City Council Minutes – March 26, 2018
City Council Minutes – July 9, 2018
Draft HRIEC Minutes – May 15, 2019
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Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission Annual Workplan

Proclamation
Updates

Aug-18
Review drafts

Community
Engagement
Special Project

Draft survey
questions.
Outside B.P.
Research
Conduct staff
survey
Compile
community
demographic
information

Essay Question

Finalize
Question and
Send to
Schools.
Review
participation

Rosefest
party in the
park

Sep-18
Review drafts

Oct-18
Review drafts

Nov-18
Finalize &
send to city
council for
approval.
Finalize pilot
proclamation
recommendation
Review Survey
Results.
Plan interview
needs
Conduct
interviews
Plan outreach
strategy w/
city staff.

Dec-18
Review drafts

Jan-19
Launch pilot
proclamation
planning

Compile
survey and
interview
results into
best practice
document.

Misc. Items

Discuss how to
integrate
business
community into
work.

Apr-19
Review final
proclamations w/
Council

Continue
creating best
practice
document &
conducting
community
outreach

Discuss best practice
document and next
steps for Outreach
phase of
Engagement Project

Discuss
participation
& plan activity
Application

Complete
Community
Engagement &
Inclusion
Training

Mar-19
Finalize
remaining
proclamations

Review and
choose winning
essays

Review and
refine
scoring
rubric

Rosefest Parade

Training

Feb-19

Review
2018
Work

Discuss
participation in
2019

May-19

Finalize
recommendati
on to Council
on phase II of
Engagement
Project

Discuss
Question Ideas
Recruit volunteers

Jun-19

Jul-19

Present best
practice
document and
recommendations
to City Council.
Receive direction
for next steps in
2019.

Draft Question

Plan for parade

Parade

Finalize Question

Discuss 2020
parade ideas
and Party in
Park

Attachment B

HRIEC Working Strategy Proposal

Introduction:
The Council of the City of Roseville, MN formed the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission (HRIEC). The commission has three duties: to evaluate the City’s outreach efforts,
to advise the City Council on strategies to improve outreach and communication and increase
engagement, and lastly to engage residents and businesses through City Council-approved
programs, events and projects that support the commission’s purpose.
Over the past year, since the formation of this new commission, a lot of effort and work has
been done to make the commission function effectively and efficiently. The reality, however, is
that the commission still needs to put in place its working strategies to fulfill its duties.
This proposal intends to summarize a working strategy pending full commission discussion
followed by approval by the City Council.

Definitions:
As defined by the Tamarack Institute, community engagement is the process by which citizens
are engaged to work and learn together on behalf of their communities to create and realize
bold visions for the future.
An organization might want to engage the community for one of several reasons:
●

To inform community members about an initiative.

●

To gather input from the community on a specific topic, proposal, or initiative.

●

To collaborate with the community to generate solutions.

●

To partner with the community to co-create solutions to community issues.

An important step in successfully engaging the community is to determine the purpose for the
engagement effort, communicate that purpose, and design the engagement activities to
achieve your intended purpose.

Workplan and Approach:
The HRIEC proposes a two pronged approach to evaluating current engagement efforts and

establishing engagement and inclusion best practices.
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The first phase of the work will require the commission to understand the demographic makeup of the city. The Roseville 2040 Comprehensive plan provides an in-depth community profile
which details information related to the people who live in the community and profiles past
and future growth trends. This information will allow the commission to recommend strategies
and engagement tactics that are specific to the City of Roseville and our populations.
In addition to understanding the demographic make-up of the community, it will also be
important to learn what community engagement currently looks like in the City, what has
worked in the past, and what could be done better, what groups are currently being engaged,
and what groups are not. To gain this information, a survey of city departments and interviews
with key staff will be the best way to answer the following questions:
●

How do they interact with the community?
o

What is the demographic profile of the groups they currently engage with?

o

What groups are missing from their engagement efforts?

●

How would they like to engage or interact with the community?

●

How are they/have they successfully engaged the community?

●

o

Describe the initiative.

o

What was the intended purpose of the engagement effort?

o

What was the audience they engaged?

o

How did they engage the community?

o

Do they feel anyone was missing from the conversation?

What areas would they like guidance to improve their outreach and engagement
efforts?

Results of the survey and interviews would be compiled and used to develop a community
engagement best practice guide tailored to the City of Roseville and an engagement matrix that
could be utilized by city staff as they plan for community engagement work.

For specific future projects/programs, the City Council and/or City Departments, will task the
HRIEC to design an engagement strategy for a proactive participation of the communities

affected by the programs/projects.
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In addition to evaluating internal processes and building best practice recommendations for
the City. The HRIEC also feels that it is important that the city focuses on developing strategies
for engagement and inclusion of historically under-represented/marginalized groups in the
community.

Engaging this group of community members is one of the main reasons for the creation of the
HRIEC. This effort will require the City to identify specific communities historically underrepresented/marginalized in City that it wishes to engage. The commission will work to identify
leaders in those communities if there are known leaders. If there are no known leaders,
members of the HRIEC will work to establish relationship with members in the community in
order to build trust and to identify leaders in the groups. Listening sessions to identify issues
important to them that the city may not be aware of could be held and the HRIEC could
propose new programs intending to more deeply engage the community. Proposals for new
programs will be discussed by the Commission and voted on. Programs passed by the
Commission will then be sent to the Council for approval before implementation of such
programs.
For self-evaluating purposes, HRIEC will determine parameters that define success before the
implementation of a designed engagement strategy. An after implementation review will help
HRIEC determine whether it met its own goals in order to improve the strategy for future times.

HRIEC will archive engagement processes for future reference.
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Community Engagement Best Practices
Document Outline

Attachment C
Roseville Racial Equity Narrative:
The City of Roseville is dedicated to creating an inclusive community where the predictability of success
is not based on race or ethnicity.
The actions of government at the federal, state, and local level have created racial disparities that
continue to harm our community. Rectifying these disparities is critical to the development of a vibrant
community and a high quality of life for all residents.
All City Departments will prioritize racial equity in their planning, delivery, and evaluation of programs,
policies, and services.
The City of Roseville is committed to taking tangible steps to normalize, organize, and operationalize
racial equity principles and tools, with an eye toward impactful and sustainable outcomes that create a
more equitable community.
Background:
In 2018 The Roseville City Council asked the Human Rights, Inclusion and engagement commission to
evaluate current community engagement efforts and provide recommendations that could improve
engagement efforts by the City. In addition, city staff has been participating in a training program with
the Government Alliance on Race and Equity (GARE) in which staff is learning about the importance of
designing equity processes within city government. These events have provided the opportunity to step
back and evaluate how the City of Roseville currently engages the community and how engagement
efforts could be improved to ensure efforts are inclusive and successful. As a part of this work, the
HRIEC has been asked to develop a community engagement best practices document that can be used
by staff to inform future engagement efforts.
Prior to drafting the engagement best practices document, the HRIEC surveyed city staff to gain an
understanding of why and how the city engages the community and areas where staff would like
guidance in improving engagement efforts. The Commission also reviewed demographic data for the
city to gain an understanding of who lives in our community. The results of these two efforts are
summarized below.
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Staff Survey Summary:
Reasons for engaging the community:
Voting
Attending events
Volunteering

•
•
•

•
•
•

Serving on a commission
Inform the public
Solicit input

Current methods for engaging the community:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Announcements
Cable Television
City website
Community meetings
Department hosted events
Door to door
Flyers
Information meetings
Mailings

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

News releases
Newsletters
One-on-one meetings
Online surveys
Open Houses
Paper surveys
Posters
Provide a service – utility bills,
business licenses

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Public Hearings
Relationship building
Social media
Subscriber based newsletters
Target programming
Traditional media
Website
YouTube

Who is currently engaged: As one might expect, this varies by department and initiative but the most
engaged segment of the community currently tends to be older white residents that own a home with
at least some higher education.
Who do they hope to engage: The overwhelming response was that city departments would like to
better engage young community members (under 35), people of color, and renters.
Where do they want guidance on future engagement: Survey respondents identified renters, parents,
and diverse communities (Somali, Karen, Bhutani, and Nepali) as communities they would like to better
engage in future work. They also felt having insights on how to factor in changing and moving
populations would be helpful.
What can HRIEC create that would be helpful:
•
•
•
•

Citywide document outlining engagement vehicles recommended for specific results.
Framework of levels of engagement for various types of efforts (projects, issues, studies, etc)
Language and technology barriers best practice recommendations
Engagement efforts are influenced by topic, location, and life situation/experience (parents with
school aged kids).

Groups to engage or add to our contact list:
•
•
•

KOM
International Institute
Rice St. Gardens

•
•
•

Neighborhood Block Watch Captains
Do Good Roseville
House of faith

City of Roseville Demographic Summary by Census District
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Overview
• Data is 2 years old
• 8 census tracts
• 25% of residents identify themselves as a person of color
• Demographic in Roseville is changing - becoming more diverse
• Median household income similar as the state average
• 60% of housing is single unit
• 62% of housing is owner occupied (38% renter)
Census tract 413.02 (NW border of Roseville, Hwy 36 Snelling and County Rd D)
• Largest in Area
• Average age 33.1 years (one of the youngest)
• More renters than owners (54% vs 46%)
• 23.1% report “moved since previous year” (highest)
• 4% of children and 9% of adults speak another language at home (lowest in city)
Census tract 413.01(SW Roseville, Hwy 36 to Roselawn to Snelling)
• Average age 42.3 years
• Around 16% identify as black (other census tracts average 4-11%)
Census tract 414 (Middle North, Snelling, Hwy 36 and Lexington)
• Average age 35.5 years
Census tract 415 (Middle North, lexington, Hwy 36 and Dale)
• Average age 51 (the oldest)
• Highest median household income and lowest poverty rate
• Highest percentage of owners vs renters (78% vs 22%)
• 6% of children and 9% of adults speak another language at home (lowest in city)
Census tract 416.01 (NE Roseville, Dale, Hwy 36 and Rice)
• Average age 41 years
Census tract 416.02 (SE Roseville, Dale, Hwy 36, Rice and Larpenteur)
• Average age 33.8 (one of the youngest)
• Around 35% identify as Asian (other census tracts average 5-9% asian)
• Around 50% identify as white (other census tracts average 70-85% white)
• Lowest household income at $41,000
• Highest poverty rate (around 35% live below poverty line)
• Around 65% of children are below poverty line (next closest tract is at 15%)
• More renters than owners (56% vs 44%)
• 20.3% report “moved since previous year” (2nd highest)
• Lowest education rate (78% with H.S vs above 90% in city and 28% with Bachelors vs above 45%
in city)
• 36% foreign-born, highest in city vs 15% or below for other tracts
• 31% of adults speak another language at home - highest in city
• 51% of children speak another language at home - highest in city
Census tract 417 (Middle South, Hwy 36, Dale, Lexington and Larpenteur)
• Average age 46.2
• 2nd lowest household income at $59,000
• 2nd lowest poverty rate (around 10% live below poverty line)
• 13% of seniors 65+ live below poverty line (next closest tract is at 10%)
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Census tract 418 (Middle South, Hwy 36, snelling, Lexington and larpenteur/Roselawn)
• Average age 38.1 years
Conclusions
• SE Roseville (416.02) overall is the most diverse when compared to the other tracts
• Large disparities exist in poverty and income, especially among children, in the SE Roseville tract
(416.02) compared to the other tracts
• Most of the other tracts are similar in age, income/poverty, education, housing and language
with SE Roseville being the outlier

Why community engagement matters?
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As defined by the Tamarack Institute, community engagement is the process by which citizens are
engaged to work and learn together on behalf of their communities to create and realize bold visions for
the future.
An organization might want to engage the community for one of several reasons:
• To inform community members about an initiative.
• To gather input from the community on a specific topic, proposal, or initiative.
• To collaborate with the community to generate solutions.
• To partner with the community to co-create solutions to community issues.
An important step in successfully engaging the community is to determine the purpose for the
engagement effort, communicate that purpose, and then design the engagement activities to achieve
your intended purpose.
Community Engagement Assessment Tools – placeholder
Community Contact List
Additional Resources:
• Nexus Community Partners – A local organization whose missions is to build more engaged and
powerful communities of color by supporting community-building initiatives that expand community
wealth and foster social and human capital. They provide a number of tools and best practice advice
on community engagement. http://nexuscp.org/resources/.
• The Tamarack Institute works with leaders in non-profits, governments, businesses and the
community to make the work of advancing positive community change easier and more effective.
They provide papers and webinars about community engagement best
practices. http://www.tamarackcommunity.ca/

Webinar about strategies for inclusive
engagement: http://www.tamarackcommunity.ca/library/webinar-strategies-inclusiveengagement
•

The Government Alliance on Race and Equity is a national network of government working to
achieve racial equity and advance opportunities for all. https://www.racialequityalliance.org.

•
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Follow up and open-ended questions:
•

What does record keeping currently look like and what does post-activity/event follow up look like?

•

When surveying residents for what they want, are demographics or respondents tracked? (i.e.
Roseville University – attracted mainly retirees but wanted to attract younger more diverse
audiences).

•

Need to consider ROI for engagement efforts and consider cost of engagement in general – How
can HRIEC efforts help to develop high-impact low-cost recommendations?

•

What opportunities exist to engage community members when they are participating in an
activity hosted by another department - i.e. when someone picks up a driver’s license, events
hosted by fire department such as car-seat clinics. How can we pair engagement opportunities
with where desired demographic will already be?

•

How much does each department know about who other departments are engaging??

•

How can the city better integrate into large community gatherings that may or may not be
hosted by the city – i.e. National Night Out, etc.
o Would it be helpful to create a list of community events for the city staff?

•

How can other departments piggyback off different department’s successful engagement
efforts? Can “community leader” or engaged community member contact information be
collected and stored for future one-on-one outreach.

•

Can we learn more or develop an engagement template based on P&R’s Marion & Britany
Apartment initiative?

•

Would it be helpful to create “meeting in a box” templates?

•

How could HRIEC meetings be used to highlight department efforts? Would this help reach
desired audiences?

•

We should include a list of creative ways the city can get in front of desired audiences: transit
projects targeting bike riders – have something at bike racks? Solicit input about parks at trails –
utilize benches along trails?

Regular City Council Meeting
Monday, March 26, 2018
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Recess
Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 9:13 p.m., and reconvened at approximately
9:15 p.m.
c.

Discuss the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Action Plan
HRIEC Chair Chelsea Holub introduced Vice Chair Lauren Peterson.
Participation in the Rosefest Parade
Vice Chair Peterson summarized that the HRIEC has discussed the upcoming
Rosefest parade and the importance of increasing diversity. The Commission discussed having the advisory Commissions as a whole walking in the parade and
next year making a strategic plan to reach in the community to get more diverse
groups in the parade and support them in the application process.
Councilmember Etten stated that is a great plan.
Councilmember Willmus concurred. About four years ago, the Karen Organization of Minnesota accompanied the Commission during the parade, and it was a
great thing to see.
Mayor Roe concurred it was a good suggestion to pursue this in 2019.
Councilmember Laliberte stated the HRIEC should reach out the diverse communities but not necessarily lead all the other City advisory commissions.
Mayor Roe noted the HRIEC is looking for clarification as to whether it will provide leadership among the advisory commissions on the Rosefest parade as well
as Party in the Park.
Chair Holub noted that a subcommittee the HRIEC led this last year, and it was a
lot of work for the Commissioners.
Councilmember Laliberte noted that the Council is looking to HRIEC to take the
lead on this, explain to them why it is good to engage, and explain the role they
are to play.
Councilmember Willmus recalled that in the past the individual commissions
have had an individual representative in the parade. He could agree with either
approach.
Councilmember Etten suggested the HRIEC provide the framework and coordinate with staff liaisons to ensure there is participation in the parade and the Party
in the Park.

Regular City Council Meeting
Monday, March 26, 2018
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Mayor Roe noted it would be good to decide if there are other engagement efforts
that could be combined at the Party in the Park, such as signing up volunteers. He
does not want to create a lot of work for the Commission either.
Councilmember Laliberte stated another subcommittee is not needed; just build
upon what was done last year and rely on staff for the “doing” part. She also recalled that in the past, there was an effort to engage other populations in such
ways like engaging in a festival during the Party in the Park week.
Imagine Roseville
Vice Chair Peterson asked about the HRIEC’s involvement with Imagine Roseville.
Councilmember Etten noted this was summarized at the February 21st meeting
when it was discussed the HRIEC should evaluate how the events have gone and
what changes can be made in the future. He suggested the HRIEC look at what
topics to cover, the makeup of the current committee, the level of engagement
with different groups.
Councilmember McGehee asked about the evolution of the Imagine Roseville
Committee, and what the Council wants out of the conversations and process.
Mayor Roe noted those are important questions.
Councilmember Willmus stated this is a conversation the Council should have,
specifically, what is the Council’s role in the Imagine Roseville series.
Councilmember McGehee stated there was not any Council discussion when Imagine Roseville started. She agreed that maybe it is time for the Council to discuss this before handing it off to the HRIEC.
Councilmember Willmus stated it is worthwhile but the question is in what capacity.
Councilmember Laliberte noted this group came up out of the community out of a
desire to have a conversation. This did assist people in the City to think forward
about various issues. She struggled that it never came to be an official entity, and
it never was an initiative of the Council. It even got into the Comp Plan. She is
struggling with the fuller scope of this, since the Council has its own advisory
commissions that go through an appointment process. She suggested the Council
have a discussion about it before the HRIEC works on it.
Councilmember McGehee commented Imagine Roseville began at a grassroots
level. Perhaps the process should be codified so that if someone has a topic that
needs to be discussed, there is a process in place.

Regular City Council Meeting
Monday, March 26, 2018
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Councilmember Willmus added that the mechanism by which this came to be was
grassroots. He asks if something becomes lost if it gets involved in the City structure. Perhaps it is better in its organic form.
Mayor Roe suggested the Council have this discussion at another time and then
revisit it with the HRIEC.
HRIEC Work Plan
Chair Holub introduced the work plan, noting that it is still a fluid plan.
Mayor Roe indicated that the guidance from the Council at the end of the last discussion, was to have the HRIEC try and prioritize the items in the Action Plan and
decide which ones to do first. He noted that some of that is reflected in the calendar. He also stated that there was some confusion as to how some items were described and wondered if the commission had spent much time clarifying those
items.
Councilmember Laliberte noted this is the same work plan from October.
Chair Holub concurred.
Councilmember Willmus expressed concern, because he felt the Council gave the
Commission as clear of direction as possible. He wanted the Commission to discuss the work plan and prioritize it. Looking at the HRIEC meeting minutes, he
does not know that has occurred. He recalled Commissioner Etienne Djevi
brought up the issue of engaging with different parts of the community. He asked
what has been done to work along those lines.
Chair Holub stated no new items have been brought up during the HRIEC meetings.
Councilmember Willmus recalled the Council gave direction and agreement on
involvement with Rosefest and the essay. There was some disagreement on the
photo contest. He recalled the Council had decided it was not the role of the
HRIEC to monitor other Commissions.
Chair Holub noted the broad intent was to evaluate current City initiatives.
Councilmember Etten noted one of the Council’s priority is to how to engage with
diverse parts of the community who might not come to the regularly scheduled
City activities. That was discussed at the meeting in October, and that is one of
the top priorities of the HREIC. There are different activities and processes the
City engages in that can be looked at and chipped away at over time. He also
thought the HRIEC is supposed to review the City proclamations.

Regular City Council Meeting
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Councilmember McGehee stated the Commission should be not only focused on
inclusion, but also human rights. Aside from the essay contest, there is very little
listed related to human rights. She suggested that all kinds of diversity need to be
brought forward – people with disabilities, people with mental illnesses, and
members of the LBGTQ community. The important thing is to have activities to
make the community more comfortable with the many kinds of diversity in the
community.
Councilmember Laliberte concurred with Commissioner Djevi’s comments at the
joint meeting. She noted that she felt most strongly about that topic, and yet it
was not included in the plan. She can see that is such a big, broad important topic
that the whole year can be spent on it. Topics like: engaging underserved population with regard to the parks, public safety, water and sewer. Three times on the
calendar it talks about a policy work session, and she asked for clarifications.
Chair Holub noted the work sessions are proactive space to take a step back and
discuss what the City can do to advance human rights, inclusion and equity. Perhaps policy work session is not the best title for it.
Councilmember Laliberte stated in the end she would like recommendations from
this Commission. If there are social isolation problems with seniors, for example,
then some recommendations to reach out and engage are desired.
Mayor Roe commented the HRIEC will have to look at pieces of it rather than
trying to effect large change. He noted that the Fire Department discussed earlier
tonight their desire to engage with the community. Very early in those types of
processes, the HRIEC should be involved.
Councilmember McGehee stated a lot of the departments know how to engage
with residents on issues in their areas: Parks and Rec, Fire Department, Police
Department, and Public Works. She suggested that this Commission suggest
ways to make the community comfortable with diversity and assists the Council
in reaching diverse groups and helping to draw them in.
Willmus moved, Laliberte seconded, to extend the meeting through the conclusion of the agenda this evening.
Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Etten, McGehee and Roe.
Nays: None.
Councilmember Willmus concurred with Councilmember McGehee that some
departments are doing a good job. He encouraged the HRIEC to revisit the October meeting and review Commissioner Djevi’s comments.
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The Council discussed giving specific direction to the Commission by looking at
its calendar included in the packet.
Councilmember Willmus suggested prioritizing the essay contest, Rosefest and also developing
processes for direct outreach to underrepresented communities in the City.
Councilmember McGehee suggested focusing on the essay contest and Rosefest
parade and Party in the Park. She suggested not worrying about the photo contest
and the welcome packet. She suggested focusing on the who, what, why, when,
where of engagement.
Councilmember Laliberte expressed support for the essay, the book discussions,
Rosefest and Party in the Park. She agreed the photo contest and the welcome
packet and town hall meeting will be best done after the question of who, what,
where, why, when is answered. Once we know how we want to do outreach, these
things will work better.
Chair Holub clarified the Council’s direction of moving forward with the Essay
contest, Rosefest, and book read as planned, and table the Town Hall/Open
House, the photo project, and welcome packet for now. In lieu of those projects,
have a larger, broader discussion about how the city can reach out to its residents
– focusing on who to reach out to, how to reach out to them, when and where to
do so. The Council concurred.
Mayor Roe noted that the conversation at the commission level is less focused on
specific things to do, such as projects like the Photo project. It should focus on a
general discussion of who we should engage, generally how we should engage
them, then there can be discussion on specific ideas on what to do to engage.
Councilmember Laliberte stated that for example, instead of focusing on the format of a welcome packet piece, identify where specific groups are congregating
and ways to reach them.
Mayor Roe suggested that may require some outside research. The commission
may have to reach out to people in those communities in order to get some of that
information.
Assistant City Manager Olson asked for clarification on whether the Council was
seeking a formal document or whether the commission could bring forward their
recommendations piece by piece.
Councilmember Laliberte suggested that she is more interested in the commission
having the discussions among the diverse group the council has appointed, and
have ideas come from the commission. She stated she did not want to overprescribe it, but rather have the commission discuss it.
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Mayor Roe clarified that the proclamation work the commission is doing should
also show up somewhere on the calendar document.
8.

Approve Minutes
Comments and corrections to draft minutes had been submitted by the City Council prior
to tonight’s meeting and those revisions were incorporated into the draft presented in the
Council packet.
a.

Approve March 12, 2018 City Council Meeting Minutes
Willmus moved, Etten seconded, approval of the March 12, 2018 City Council
Meeting Minutes as amended, including the technical changes submitted by
Councilmember McGehee to Mr. Trudgeon.
Corrections:
• Page 7, Line 304 (Etten)
Correct “any of this help the City’s ability to move through the office more
quickly” to “any of this helped the City’s ability to serve customers more
quickly”
• Page 14, Line 590 (Etten)
Correct “with a potential overlap district, there is the ability to react and move
forward” to “with a potential overlay district there is the ability to work together and move forward”
• Page 14, Line 598 (Etten)
Strike the sentence: “It will carry a greater force to have it in the Comp Plan.”
Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Etten, McGehee and Roe.
Nays: None.

9.

Approve Consent Agenda
At the request of Mayor Roe, City Manager Trudgeon briefly reviewed those items being
considered under the Consent Agenda; and as detailed in specific Requests for Council
Action (RCA) dated March 26, 2018 and related attachments.
a.

Approve Payments
Willmus moved, Etten seconded, approval of the following claims and payments
as presented and detailed.
ACH Payments
88793-88953
TOTAL

$629,617.83
$1,097,452.16
$1,727,069.99

Roll Call
Ayes: Willmus, Laliberte, Etten, McGehee and Roe.
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Recess
Mayor Roe recessed the meeting at approximately 8:04 p.m., and reconvened at approximately
8:11 p.m.
e.

Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement Commission Engagement Plan
Proposal Check-In
Outgoing Chair Holub, Commissioner Djevi, and Incoming Chair Beltmann introduced themselves.
Chair Beltmann noted that the HRIEC has developed a document that will help
guide the City on engagement. The first strategy of that process is for Commissioners to meet with department heads and ask about current engagement practices and what could be improved. Subsequently, best practices can be developed
that are specifically tailored towards Roseville. Additionally, an engagement matrix can be created that will help guide staff in thinking about how they should
shape or form their engagement strategy. A second strategy would be building relationships with traditionally marginalized communities. The 2040 Comp Plan
data would be utilized. This would be a complement to the work staff is already
doing with Government Alliance on Racial Equity (GARE).
Councilmember Etten stated he would like to see a feedback loop from the second
strategy to the first strategy, as they dovetail together in the long term. He also
suggested including a question to department heads along the lines of: “where do
you feel the engagement missed the mark or did not get a preferred engagement
outcome?”
Councilmember McGehee noted the rest of the community needs to be open and
welcoming and see the marginalized members as part of the whole Roseville
community. That is the ultimate goal. The demographics are changing, and they
are changing rapidly.
Councilmember Laliberte commended the strategies, noting this document regroups and gets towards the work the Council wanted the HRIEC to get into. She
suggested “propose or recommend” rather than “establish.” She asked about the
phrase of “build relationships with community members.” She also suggested
HRIEC look into what staff is already doing with the GARE program. She also
suggested HRIEC look at best practices in other communities.
Chair Beltmann noted the HRIEC has a longer document with additional resources, and a great resource is Nexus Community Partners. They have an engagement matrix and a best practices document. That is something that would be
either brought to the Council for adoption or worked into the document the
HRIEC has created.
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Mayor Roe emphasized considering a future handoff from the HRIEC’s work in
identifying key individuals in local communities to the staff actually implementing outreach strategies.
Commissioner Djevi commented on who will actually be doing the outreach
work. The Commission could do part of that work, but Commission members
would also engage the volunteer service coordinator and the City volunteers as
another way of engaging the community.
Councilmember Laliberte cautioned against sending off the City’s volunteers in
this new engagement process.
Mayor Roe noted he presumed there would still be some connection between the
volunteers and the HRIEC.
Councilmember Etten stated staff should be connected as well, to ensure continuity back into the City. Maybe initial outreaches can be made by the HRIEC, but
staff should be on board to ensure it is made part of how things are done.
Chair Holub asked whether the Council wants to see a work plan.
The Council concurred the HRIEC does not need to come back with a work plan.
Commissioner Willmus asked about the size and efficiency of the HRIEC at 11
members vs. 9 members, as there will be two vacancies on the Commission.
Chair Beltmann commented the group functions well. She could see a need for
bringing a need for at least one other person who has some more experience with
either inclusion work or general engagement work. Nexus Community Partners
does a training program for Boards and Commissions, and that could potentially
be a great place to bring someone in.
f.

Declare Two Vacancies on the Human Rights, Inclusion and Engagement
Commission
Mayor Roe indicated there are two vacancies on the HRIEC and asked for further
discussion.
Councilmember Laliberte noted that staff should continue to ensure there are not a
lot of subcommittees and that all the Commission is working together.
McGehee moved, Etten seconded, declaring two vacancies on the HRIEC, one
with a term that ends March 31, 2019 and one for a term that expires March 31,
2020.
Roll Call
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Commissioner Djevi thought it would be important to have the community involved in the
process and have input from the community to make sure the community is onboard with
whatever the Commission does with the display.
Ms. Olson stated as an update on the May display case, in addition to the proclamation that the
City Council passed, the display case that is going on, the City Wellness Committee is also doing
events throughout the month for City employees highlighting Mental Health Awareness. There
are activities, articles, all kinds of different things throughout the month. The City Wellness
Committee has kind of piggybacked off of the proclamation and have had some positive
feedback. She noted the City Wellness Committee is an employee group.
New Business
a. Engagement Project Discussion
Ms. Olson provided a recap of the Best Practices document; staff report along with
Commissioner feedback for the June joint meeting with the City Council.
Chair Beltmann stated she has been drafting and redrafting the Best Practices
document. She thought this document was really rough so she was not sure if it
should be brought to the City Council yet. She reviewed with the Commission the
intent of the document.
Chair Beltmann stated she understood the Commission cannot have a workgroup but
would like to ask if the Commission could have a few people work independently
outside of the Commission meetings to help put this together in conjunction with staff
with the understanding that drafts would be brought back to the Commission to
approve and review and revise and whatever is finalized would ultimately be a
product of the Commission.
Commissioner Lee asked why the Commission cannot have a workgroup.
Ms. Olson stated sub-committee groups are not authorized as Commissions, simply
because the City Council wants the work to be done and approved as a whole
Commission.
Commissioner Lee asked if a workgroup could do a draft and then present it to the
Commission for approval.
Ms. Olson stated that is what Chair Beltmann is proposing, something similar to that.
Chair Beltmann thought this is a grey area and with this item, this is something the
Commission has been reviewing on a monthly basis, it is not like a few
Commissioners are taking the report and working on it on the side and giving it to
staff to implement. She thought that will take care of the concern that the Council has
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about work happening outside of the Commission meetings. She stated she would
like to make this document really useful and would like to have more eyes on it.
Commissioner Peterson asked if Chair Beltmann proposed asking the Council for
approval at the joint meeting.
Ms. Olson suggested including a paragraph or two summarizing what is being worked
on and that it is still in the process of being developed, hoping to have some
individuals work on it and bring it back for Commission discussion and eventually be
brought forward for Council approval once it is ready.
Commissioner Macomber stated she would like to have the Commission make a
suggestion to the City Council to do a workgroup because she thought there is a lot of
value in the collaboration and synergy when people are thinking together rather than
individual takes on this.
Commissioner Djevi thought this has come up in the past and that the Commission
has gone back and forth, and his understanding is the Council does not want to have
workgroups for transparency reasons and he thought the Commission may have to
abide by that. He stated if there could be a little summary of the Commission
achievements and then a big outline of what is to happen next with not so much detail
for the Council to review.
Commissioner Hansel stated when there was two separate Commissions there were
subcommittee’s and everything was brought back to the Commission to review and
approve, and the Council decided not to have that anymore.
Chair Beltmann stated with some conversations she has been having she thinks it
would be worthwhile to bring that back to the City Council to try to flush out the grey
area because she thought the Commission is at a different point now then it was
previously and with what the Commission is working on she thought it would be
beneficial to get that clarity in this discrete, specific case because she thought there
could be openness to a small group of people working outside on this specific project.
Commissioner Lee thought there would be transparency if the document is worked on
by a small group and brought back to the Commission to review and approve it. She
also agreed to ask the Council to see if this can be done.
Commissioner Bolinger thought at this point the Commission is not coming up with
new ideas, the ideas have been brought forward by the Commission and what the
group would do would be to format it and get it organized in a useable document.
Chair Beltmann thought it was worth revisiting for this one item because otherwise
she did not know if this document could get finished in a timely manner.
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Commissioner Peterson thought the Commission should bring something forward to
the Council, maybe present the draft to the Council. She wanted to show the Council
the work that has been done and she thought what Chair Beltmann has is a really
good start and understood her not feeling comfortable showing it the Council but if it
is shown as a draft with the indication that the Commission wants to work on this as a
group and the group is so large with a lot to cover and that is where that “workgroup”
comes in.
Ms. Olson thought the first couple pages of the document is a really good outline and
she thought taking some of the headlines and doing an outline could give some
structure to what the Commission is looking for in a Best Practices document and
give the Council a better idea of what that Best Practices or Tool Kit might look like.
The Commission would not need to include anything under the headings.
Chair Beltmann stated she was open to showing the Council something the
Commission has worked on. She wondered if she could keep working on this
document to put it into a state that feels comfortable for Council to look at based on
headings and knowing that this is still a draft or does the Commission need to
approve the document at this meeting.
Ms. Olson thought for the Commission and Council it would be best to approve
something at the meeting tonight so that everyone knows what will be in the
document.
Commissioner Peterson thought if the Commission included attachment A, pages 1-6.
Chair Beltmann wondered if the Commission should include some examples of the
tools that will be used as well.
Ms. Olson was not sure if the Council necessarily needed the tools. The Commission
could reference them and indicate that different tools could be used and those would
be a part of the resources or something to that effect.
Chair Beltmann stated she did not want to get into a wordsmithing and doctoring
discussion with the City Council. She noted this document is still in draft stage.
Ms. Olson stated in the staff report she will make sure the document is described as
an outline, so the City Council knows this is not a final product and is what the
Commission is working from, a starting point the Commission is developing.
Chair Beltmann stated with that framing, she was fine with showing this to the City
Council.
Commissioner Peterson was not sure the tools needed to be included, these are really
useful and great but did not think those needed to be included.
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Chair Beltmann stated what the Commission would bring to the Council is attachment
A, starting with the cover page and continue through to “Why Community
Engagement Matters”, remove the tools and include the final two pages which is the
resources, follow up and open ended questions; titling the document “Draft Document
Outline”.
The Commission agreed.
Commissioner Lee wondered who made the open-ended questions.
Chair Beltmann stated for the Community Engagement Project the Commission
surveyed staff and she went through the surveys and made up a summary of them.
There were somethings that came up in the surveys that either staff had put as either
follow up question or comment and then there were other things that randomly
popped into her head that she did not want to lose. It is a combination of the two
items.
Commissioner Peterson indicated she felt comfortable bringing forward what the
Commission talked about regarding this document.
Ms. Olson stated the group could not be a quorum so it would have to be 3 out of the
8 Commissioners.
Commissioner Lee stated she would specify the number of Commissioners working
on the document outside of the Commission.
Commissioner Peterson did not think it would hurt to ask.
Commissioner Djevi thought it would be great, as an individual he would be fine with
it, but the process has been such that whatever the group works on and finalizes has to
be approved by the entire Commission before it is submitted and that is the process.
Chair Beltmann stated the Commission would give the Council the outline of the Best
Practices document, ask the Council to meet outside of the Commission meeting at
the Council meeting and then hopefully this can be worked on over the summer and
bring back a final document this fall.
Commissioner Bolinger asked if the Council were to say no could the Commission
look at doing a special session like what was done last summer.
Chair Beltmann stated either that or she would need to pass this off to somebody for a
while to work on and then reviewed at the Commission.
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Ms. Olson stated another option for that would be to work through her. She could
meet with Commission members individually and get some feedback with thoughts,
work on the draft. She stated the Commission could work through the staff liaison a
little bit and also assign pieces to different people if that is something but a little
choppier that way.
Chair Beltmann thought that information could be added to the recommendation as
well.
Commissioner Macomber stated as a newer Commissioner she sometimes feels
disengaged because work is done and comes in and is clear to her that someone has
been doing a lot of work, but she is unaware of it. She would love to be more
engaged in the Commission’s work.
Commissioner Djevi stated the Commissioners all have different interests in
community engagement and he did not think the Council was ever clear on whether
that is something the Commission could do but each of them has an area of interest
and if the Commissioners could work in their area of interest and then bring some
product to the whole Commission, that is something that could be approved but he
did not think it ever went that direction.
Chair Beltmann thought a future meeting discussion could be about what each
Commissioners interest are because she thought once it was at the point of Council
recommendation there will be a big opportunity for divvy up work based on interest.
The Commission was comfortable with asking the Council to have a few of the
Commissioners meet outside of the Commission to work on this document with
Commission review in between.
Chair Beltmann thought the staff report and Commissioner feedback items were key
things for the Council.
Commissioner Djevi thanked Ms. Olson for putting the staff report together and
thought it looked nice.
Commissioner Peterson stated on page 4 of 5, questions 51-55 she liked the questions
and thought those were important for the Commission.
Ms. Olson stated she was hoping to get some feedback regarding the Commission
recommendations she has on there.
Chair Beltmann stated she did not see any changes that need to be made pending the
discussion on feedback.
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Ms. Olson reviewed the background on the accomplishments. She stated the
engagement project, is on page 2 of 5, was taken from different reports at the
Commission level so nothing was changed on those. Starting on page 3 of 5, under
the orange boxes is where the piece where she would like some feedback to come
through to see if she captured some of the Commission feedback. The staff report is a
combination of staff recommendations and Commission recommendations. She was
really trying to highlight what the Commission recommendations were and then at the
very end of the document is technically the staff recommendations, which will need
to be updated because the Best Practices document is not being approved.
Commissioner Peterson asked to have all the display cases added to the
accomplishments instead of just the January display case and event.
Ms. Olson stated the last bullet point on page one is continued onto page two and
there it states the City is working with the City Volunteers to create monthly display
cases for proclamations or does the Commission want more information than that.
Commissioner Peterson thought that was fine.
Chair Beltmann thought the accomplishments looks good. She did not know if there
was a way to put what she was thinking in the summary but it feels like with the
proclamations pretty much done, in terms of reviewing them, that has opened the
Commission up for a need to fill that and there is capacity to take on the larger pieces
of the engagement project. She wondered if that should be mentioned.
Chair Beltmann stated she would like to revisit the items on page 3 of 5, phase one
foundation and next steps, plus on page 4 of 5, the two questions or
recommendations. She would like to review those after Commissioner feedback
because she knew some of the feedback included recommendation for Council.
Ms. Olson stated on page 3 of 5, she thought it was basically a transition sentence to
the next part and she would make sure it is fixed.
Commissioner Peterson asked if the recommendations were just from the
Commissions conversations.
Ms. Olson stated those recommendations are from conversations as well as some of
the written feedback that is included in the packet.
Chair Beltmann asked Ms. Olson to summarize what the recommendations are for the
City Council at this point.
Ms. Olson stated the foundation piece had to do with the “Best Practices” document
so the recommendations she included there were, one of the things she heard was that
with the Best Practices document, wanting to integrate it somehow into the GARE
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process as well. The toolkit, the document would be brought to the City Council for
approval, Council approves it and then it is distributed to staff. She was thinking
through the process of how staff could use the tool kit in a beneficial way. She stated
some sort of training would be needed in how to use it and then also staff would then
move forward and start using it in any of their engagement and outreach. The
Commission recommendation she put down were these steps of what the Commission
would do, and the question is if Council is really ok with those steps or if not, what
would the Council like to see out of those Best Practices document. That is the Phase
One, the foundation recommendation.
Ms. Olson stated under the Phase II piece, she tried to incorporate some of the racial
equity action plan that the Council has already seen and also a little bit tied to the
Council’s Policy Priority Plan. She is trying to tie this back to the work that the
Council has already indicated is important to them. That has to do with developing
that network of contacts in different communities of color. She broke it down into
two phases where talking about how the Commission identifies those contacts and
then once the City has those contacts what does the Commission do with that
information. This is hearing from the City Council and staff as to the different
communities that it is seeking to engage. She thought a lot of the work that the
Commission has already done highlights some of those. The Commission has
working on the demographic piece. Working with staff, maybe helping to identify
some of the community organizations that might be already out there and doing some
of the work with some of the communities. Developing a resource list of some sort
and then working within those organizations and reaching out to those leaders in
those current organizations to form a relationship. She thought some discussion
should be about how to reach out to the organizations and community leaders and
what that looks like.
Ms. Olson stated jumping ahead and now that there is a resource list, what will the
City do with it. She thought this comes from discussion and feedback about how the
City keeps the leaders involved and engaged and wanting to participate with the City.
That would be using some of the Best Practices Engagement and Outreach Tools,
develop methods or relationships with different ways that it can be done. She stated
there was another feedback from a member talking about forming an Advisory Group
made up of these community leaders that can help advise on different items and
issues.
Ms. Olson asked what the Commission feels should be the next steps.
Chair Beltmann suggested on the Outreach piece that for the Commission she saw the
work being done in terms of outreach being broader than communities with color.
She thought that was a huge piece of it, but it is also staff had identified young
parents and adults, renters, etc.
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Chair Beltmann asked if the Commission read through the feedback and comfortable
with it or does the Commission need to go through it.
Commissioner Peterson stated she thought community outreach is really important
but worried if the City is not having some impactful and meaningful ways to engage
groups that it will fizzle and burn out. There needs to be a really structured outreach
to them in making sure the groups information is a safe thing and that the City is
respecting their time as well. She had thought about revitalizing the block captain
program. She knows the City does that currently but did not know what it looks like
and might be something the Commission work with to better the captain’s
engagement tools because those are the people in the neighborhoods and really should
have some understanding of who their neighbors are.
Commissioner Peterson indicated she is for community engagement and outreach and
needs to make sense.
Commissioner Lee asked if the Commission needs to make goals. If the Commission
wants things to be more diverse and inclusive, are different demographics tracked of
what families register for park and rec classes or other things.
Ms. Olson stated the City has talked about tracking demographics but is not as easy as
it could be but as a part of the Racial Equity Plan, understanding who is using the
City’s services is one of the things discussed. That is not where the City is starting
just because the City is trying to start internally.
Commissioner Lee thought she heard the Commission wants to have specific goals
just because Community Engagement in general is kind of vague. If the Commission
has goals to be worked towards then a baseline needs to be made to show what types
of people are using the different services otherwise the engagement will remain
vague.
Ms. Olson stated as part of the Racial Equity Action Plan, it is in there getting that
baseline, however she thought that takes more resources then the City has right now
and why the Council has asked the Commission to start with something else but she
thought it is really good that the Commission thinks it is an important thing.
Commissioner Lee thought the Commission should push that even though there is not
a budget for it now, if the Council keeps hearing from this Commission and other
people then the Council will find money to do that, hopefully.
Commissioner Allen agreed with it being strategic but also thought being strategic the
Commission should also be mindful that community engagement is meant to be
vague so having opportunities where the City can engage folks, whatever that plan is
to be open to engaging folks further then just the simple fact of just engaging. It is
always nice to go to folks to build up trust so when there is asked there is more faith
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and confidence in why the City is asking. Sometimes it does take time so knowing
that the priority with all he believes the City should be doing starts at the baseline
with trust and then going from there.
Commissioner Peterson stated she was not opposed to engaging anyone but wants to
make sure it is for a good reason. Her second point is towards supporting
departments, which would be the Park and Rec Department and that department has
its own Commission and if the HRIEC can support that Commission in their outreach
and engagement efforts.
Commissioner Allen thought that was a good point because he didn’t want the City to
feel like it does not need to do engagement because the HRIEC is doing it.
Commissioner Peterson thought if the Commission could strategically place
themselves into different workgroups within the City, that is where change happens.
It is introducing those ideas and engagement practices to them that were not
previously thought of.
Chair Beltmann that the Best Practice document is a great repository for those ideas.
Commissioner Djevi stated in the document he submitted there are two big parts to it.
The last part is in regard to project specific engagement which will come up from
time to time and when those projects come up, if the City does not have the resources
in the community to engage then the City ends up with a situation like what happened
back a year ago. His first point in what he outlined has been how does the City
actually get into the community and find people to help with the engagement effort.
Chair Beltmann stated after hearing what everyone has said and thinking about the
recommendations that were submitted, it feels like to her on the engagement side that
there are four tracks of engagement. One track is Engagement Tactics and Tips that
are based on different demographic that are useful for engaging different
demographic groups. That is just documenting ideas and can go in the Best Practice
document that staff can look through when kicking off engagement. In the more
active engagement, it feels like there is developing a list of community organizations
that interact with different demographic targets that the City would want to engage.
A general community contact list for different groups. There are also two types of
more active engagement and thought the points Commissioners Allen and Peterson
brought up, one point regarding engaging people just to engage them is going to turn
people off so the City needs to be really careful with being clear about what the
purpose of the engagement is. She thought there was value in building relationships
simply for building trust within the Community, knowing that down the road the City
may want to engage that community on a specific topic. The Commission should
think about who the groups are and what individuals within the Community does the
City want to build relationships with, not for a specific reason now but to build trust
with them. Identifying who those people are and then thinking about what the
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engagement track is for talking with them and what is the split between the
Commission and staff in doing that. The last thing is an idea she had based on the
interviews for the Commission is asking the City Council to consider forming and
Advisory Group that would be formally informal, not necessarily meeting on a
monthly basis but could be when needed. It would be a group that is specifically
made up of different demographic targets within the community. She thought it is
both a way to capture the folks who applied for the HRIEC and are interested in being
involved, it is a way to keep them involved with City work. She thought with the
contact list being developed there are a couple of areas with the Commission work
where more could be done in terms of engaging groups.
Commissioner Bolinger stated about a year ago the Commission talked about a way
to encourage engagement with certain communities by inviting them to the
Commission meetings in order to have a conversation with them and find out what is
important to that community for engagement, what things can the City help the
community with as well. This would help with the relationship building and also help
the community have a voice on what it is that is important, and the Commission can
take that information for engagement projects or for future opportunity and to learn
which is part of being inclusive and engaging, learning from each other. She thought
if there was a way to put fifteen minutes of the Commission meetings aside and invite
different communities to come in and talk with them and is an easier walk in then
talking directly to the City Council and might be something the Commission might
want to look at again.
Commissioner Lee thought piggybacking off of that a little, she is on another Council
and invite different community groups to come in and tell about their organization.
She thought when the Commission approaches the groups, a lot of them do not know
what city services the City provides. She thought maybe the City could provide a
brochure of city services and what all of the department do, then the organization
might better understand how the City can help the community and vice versa. She
stated being invited to some Commission meeting may not be beneficial.
Chair Beltmann thought very few people have one single identity so she would be
concerned about inviting people to the City asking them to talk to the Commission.
She thought may the Commission should pick a topic a month and invite people to
come provide feedback or perspective on a topic versus coming and representing an
identity.
Commissioner Bolinger stated the Commission would need to make sure it does not
turn into a complaining session.
Chair Beltmann stated from previous discussions and the discussion at this meeting it
feels like one of the things that specifically has come up a lot is the Commission’s
ability to go out into the community to build relationship and thought that was
something the City needed, in terms of recommendations to tie back into that
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conversation, to get clarity on that. She thought in the recommendations provided by
Commissioner Djevi, he did a good job of making a suggestion about it is a
combination or staff and HRIEC and somewhat situation specific.
Commissioner Peterson thought the Commission needed to commit to saying the
Commission will go out and engage in other community events that may be not what
the Commissioners would identify with. Maybe asking if the City Council would feel
comfortable with the Commissioners doing that on behalf of the HRIEC.
Commissioner Peterson stated she liked the outline that was done by Commissioner
Djevi. Some of the questions would be can the Commission go out to community
groups and engage them and potentially inviting the group to one of the Commission
meetings.
Chair Beltmann asked if the Commission wanted to take a five-minute recess to
reflect on the information discussed so far.
Recess
Chair Beltmann recessed the meeting at approximately 7:55 p.m., and reconvened at
approximately 8:02 p.m.
Chair Beltmann asked if the Commission wanted to offer any amendments to the
recommendations or is the Commission ok with Ms. Olson’s outline of information.
Commissioner Peterson thought the outline looked good.
Ms. Olson asked for clarification, in the recommendations she stated she
recommended the IAPP (International Association for Public Participation) model
and her recommendation would be if the Commission is not comfortable in saying
right now is to just say under a, staff will work with HRIEC to integrate the GARE
Racial Equity Tool Kit into the engagement best practices document and a model for
City engagement. She was not sure if the Commission was ready to adopt the IAPP
model and thought the Commission was still working through that. It could be a
combination of different models but suggested the Commission be a little more
generic on that one to start with.
Commissioner Bolinger thought it would be nice if everyone could speak the same
type of language so having staff be really comfortable with the form allows the City
to be much more efficient.
Ms. Olson knew that the Park and Rec Department used a lot of the IAPP model in
their engagement and thought it is one that some people already are familiar with
however, she did think that some of the information that was presented in the Best
Practices document, which came from Nexxus Community Partners, is good as well.

